
 
Mech Attack: Into the Tempest. 

By 2366, the tide had turned and the Unified Colony (UC) forces were being driven off the 
planet Melk 3 by the local forces of the Melk Defense Command (MDC).  Unknown to the UC, 
vital caches of intelligence were located in “Tempest”, a neighborhood on far west edge of the 
Port city of Borschtegrad.  Placed when the MDC was just an underground rebel force the 
information was nonetheless vital to the MDC’s war effort.   

Though UC forces were massed in Tempest awaiting extraction to the North Continent, the 
MDC nonetheless staged a daring raid to size these caches and to eliminate the chance that 
they might fall into enemy hands. 

Mission and Objectives  
 

Unified Colonies: As far as the UC is knows, the MDC advance is simply aimed at 
eliminating as many UC units as possible.  Their goal is to blunt the MDC forces long 
enough to allow for extraction in the coming days.  To that end they aim to destroy the 
MDC’s most potent offensive units, their Mecha. 

-    One victory point will be scored for each MDC Mecha (6 total) that is destroyed 
- An additional point will be scored for destroying both Mecha of a single UC player. 
 

Melk Defense Command: The MDC needs to secure the intelligence cache as quickly as 
possible, regardless of casualties. Ideally they would like to be able to hold the caches long 
enough to download the information themselves, but they will settle for locating the 
caches and destroying them.   

- 1 victory point for each cache seized (3 caches, locations known to both sides) and 
held for one complete turn. 

- 2 victory points for each Cache held at the end of the game 
 
Thanks for taking part in today’s battle!  
For more information about Chicago Skirmish Wargames, see our blog and forum.  We’re 
always open to new members and guests. 
https://www.chicagoskirmishwargames.com/blog/ 
To further explore the “Galactic Frontier” setting in which this game takes place, visit: 
https://www.chicagoskirmishwargames.com/blog/campaigns/galactic-frontier/ 
For more information about “Mech Attack!” please visit Armor Grid games. 
http://armorgridgames.blogspot.com 
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